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wish to go straight to
the subject
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It’s not just about packaging,
the scope is far broader than that.
As the leadership team at Hero, we are committed
to delivering on our mission to delight consumers
by conserving the goodness of nature. At the heart
of this is our commitment to Mother Nature and
sustainable food.
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LEADERSHIP
MESSAGE

The case for sustainability is very
compelling. We can’t refuse
change

because

we

are

comfortable doing things in the
way we have always done them.
Action

needs

to

be

taken

Today, the population stands at eight billion. By

immediately – otherwise, it’ll be

2050, when we hand over the company to the next

too late. We have to step up our

generation, it is estimated that there will be 10

efforts now to ensure a better

billion people. Today, as a society we use more raw

future not only for the company,

Leopold Oetker

materials, make more products, and produce more

but for the planet itself.

Member of the Board
of Directors

waste than ever before – the impact is undeniable

Giovanni Ciserani
Chairman of the Board
of Directors

with far more CO2 emissions, more water usage,
and increased waste.

We, as a Group, are a
company that is taking
responsibility.

At Hero, we live by our mission to delight
consumers by conserving the goodness of
nature. Our sustainability strategy is

We can be proud of what we’ve done in terms of

derived from our mission, and we commit

sustainability so far, but we can and should do more

ourselves to become climate positive in

to have a bigger impact. We are all stakeholders

Rob Versloot
Chief Executive Officer

the future. This means that we will up our

in this. The planet demands it. As a family-owned

game when it comes to sustainable

company, we want to make sure future generations

sourcing and net neutral production and

can love and enjoy nature for all its goodness.

further shift our portfolio to naturally
healthy food.
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INTRODUCING
YOU TO HERO
Our mission, our values,
and our categories & brands

OUR
MISSION
AND
VALUES

The world today is different from the one that
existed 10 years ago, and nothing like what it
was in 1886 when Hero was founded. Since the
first day, our company has been on a journey,
and while the wording may have changed, the
mission has always been to...

Our ambition to grow is underpinned by our
five core values: change, entrepreneurship,
speed, empowerment, and family. Our values
help us navigate the ever-changing environ
ment in which we operate, and ensure we
innovate to meet customer needs.

It’s what we do and what we are good at.

Read more
Our values

Bringing

nature

into

people’s homes in

convenient packaging is our core business. We
want to ensure that the food we offer is the
best in terms of quality, using the best natural
ingredients while minimizing processing.
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OUR CORE
CATEGORIES

HEALTHY SNACKS
Our range of products includes cereal
bars, nut bars, and sandwich bars with
creamy fillings that provide consumers
with great flavors and energy through
out the day. The first Hero bar was

BABY & TODDLER FOOD

produced in 1984. Since then, we have

Our baby food portfolio consists of a wide range of

expanded our cereal bars in more

baby and toddler food brands and products. We work

than 40 countries and become the

with the best natural ingredients and do not add

leading brand in several markets.

artificial preservatives. We strive to always encourage
the love of good food and live up to the trust our

Brands: Corny, Hero Muesly, Hero B´tween and
Good ´n´ Go brands

consumers put in us.

NATURAL
SPREADS

Brands: Hero Baby, Hero Solo, Beech-Nut, Organix, Semper,
Sunarek (Sunar), Freche Freunde

BABY &
TODDLER MILK

we are experts in conserving the best of what

nature provides for our natural spreads. Transforming
fresh fruits in the gentlest of ways for our jams
We believe in

the Goodness of Nature. This is
why we have developed our unique
milk fat formula inspired by breast
milk – the best nutrition for babies
– and based on the latest scientific
evidence to support parents when
breast-feeding is not possible.
Brands: Hero Baby, Semper, Sunar
7 | hero group sustainability brochure

At Hero, it’s all about goodness of nature, and

to keep their authentic fruit taste integral to
our continuous improvement thinking. Other
products include honey and peanut butter.
Brands: Hero, Schwartau, Vitrac, Queensberry,
Casa de Mateus

OUR
SUSTAINABILITY
JOURNEY

The months that followed were marked by a
period of in-depth explorations and fruitful
discussions with the help from external
experts and others who believed in sustain
ability. Characterized by the engagement of

Real sustainability requires collective action and a long-term focus.

the Oetker family, the cross-functional team

Although sustainability has been in our DNA from our beginning, last year

powered forward with intrinsic motivation

we decided with our family shareholders to take more bold, progressive

to make our company future-proof, and this

and intentional action. Our founders have taken a personal and direct

led to the creation of our sustainability

interest in the sustainability efforts of the Hero Group, putting this

strategy. Now, we are ready to take it to the

important issue at the forefront of what we do.

next level.

Within a few days, a focused sustainability team with people from across
our organization was set up. The aim was clear –

...how can we make sure
we give more back
to nature than we take?

Read more
Sustainability Governance
3 pillar plan
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Conserving is
in our DNA

Mita Sen
Vice President Strategy &
Business Development

Sustainability is key to future profitable
growth and to achieve our goals for
people and planet. I look forward to

I have had the honour of leading

implementing measurable initiatives

the work to develop our Group

with our countries, functions and part

Sustainability Ambition this past

ners to further embed sustainability in

year and a half. The passion from

our business, brands and food system.

Christine Crosby
Sustainability Director
Hero Group

all of the leaders involved, from
the shareholders to the junior
managers making change happen,
has been beyond inspiring. We set
ourselves a very ambitious goal
because we know real change is
needed if we are going to leave

As a young professional, it has been

the planet in a better place for our

very exciting participating in this

next generation.

journey. Being part of the food
industry, we all need to change –
and this ambition is a great start
towards a brighter future.
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Garmt Nieuwsma
Front End Innovation Scout
– Research & Nutrition
Hero Group

OUR ACTIONS
GROUNDED
IN LCA
Understanding and acting on our
corporate footprint

FOOD
SYSTEMS
ARE UNDER
THREAT

Few, if any, days go by without sustainability
featuring in the news. And with good reason.
Over the past century, we have collectively
not been very kind to our
planet. Food systems, which
contribute around

To stay within the critical planetary boundaries and

30%
of greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions,

to be able to feed our growing population, expected
to reach 10 billion people by 2050,

...we need to protect our ecosystems.
We must improve our sustainable farming practices,
change our diets, and eliminate the huge amount of
waste in our food systems (one third of the food
produced today or

...1.3 billion tons is wasted
– FAO). What motivates us is this need for urgent
action and our close relationship to the planet that
has fed and will feed us for generations to come.
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70%

and of fresh water
use, are under threat.

40%
of the impact on land

CORPORATE
FOOTPRINT
Sustainability is not just about our own
operations, but how we work together to
improve the total footprint.

Our corporate footprint calculations are
based on the GHG Protocol Corporate
Accounting and Reporting standard. The
analysis includes all our direct emissions,
indirect

emissions,

and

our

indirect

l
a
i
r
e
t
a
m ction
awrodu
p

activities. This baseline is powered by our

Man
ufa
ctu
r

WE MEASURE

g
in

END TO END
ASSESSMENT

Climate
Packaging +
distribution

Recycling

R

emissions resulting from value chain

f lif
e
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e
s
U

along with our internal product-centred
database as the foundation for our actions.
Understanding where in the chain the biggest
impacts occur will guide us to hotspots for

Water
Land use

En
do

external partner Quantis and will be used

action. The results will help us target the
most important high-impact areas...

... and allow us to make the
right decisions and changes

OUR CLIMATE
POSITIVE
COMMITMENT
And our 3 pillar plan

Watch it here
Our commiment

OUR
COMMITMENT
TO CHANGE

Our overarching
commitment is to become
climate positive by 2030

That means that we

will remove more GHG emissions from the atmosphere
than we emit from farm to fork. We will not only count
for our own activities, but also for the ones from our
suppliers to our customers. To make this happen, we
have defined three pillars to focus on:

1

2

3

SUSTAINABLE
SOURCING

NATURAL
RESOURCES

NATURALLY
HEALTHY FOOD

Sustainable sourcing of our

Net Neutral production

Supply naturally healthy

ingredients: Working closely

in our factories: Conserving

products to our consumers:

with our farmers and suppliers

natural resources and

Promote and supply

to ensure our soil and

becoming net neutral on

products good for people

ecosystem are protected.

water, C02 and food waste.

and the planet.

In defining our goals, we work to support all the United
Nations Sustainability Agenda for 2030. Particularly:
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1

SUSTAINABLE
SOURCING
Agriculture uses around 40% of Earth’s land and is one

What is our
ambition?
Conserving raw materials:

of the main drivers behind deforestation and biodiversity
loss. This is why our first pillar is vital – we work to
conserve raw materials and the ecosystem that supports
them via strategic sustainable sourcing practices.

We will work in close partnership with
our farmers and suppliers to ensure we
have a positive impact on the biodiversity
and health of our soil.

Promote agriculture best
practices with farmers, for
example improve biodiversity/

Increase the percentage
of raw materials directlysourced from farmers.

amplify our bee
careful initiative.

100%

OUR GOALS
ARE TO

Source 100%

75%

Create collaborative partnerships:

75% of our spend sourced from
partner/key suppliers by 2025.

recyclable packaging
and >50% from recycled
material by 2023.

Increase materials sourced
based on key sustainability criteria
for climate, water, and land use.
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Over the past months, we have built

How are we
bringing it to life?
We are building strong relationships with our farmers
to increase the percentage of directly-sourced raw
materials. Close collaboration with our farmers
enables us to carry out joint research and
development initiatives. For example, over the last
five years, we have increased our directly-sourced
raw materials from 50% to 75% for our factory in
Schwartau, Germany, and we are close to 50% in
Spain. These partnerships allow us to positively
impact our farmers through sharing best practices
in sustainable farming. In this way, we can ensure
we have a positive impact on the biodiversity and

up a value chain for mango, pineapple,
and banana that has contributed to

suppliers and supporting producers in Least Developed
Countries (LDC) to work under recognized certification
organizations, such as Smeta, Rainforest, and Ecovadis, or
directly with the FAO. For example, our main mango supplier
in Mali has an incentive to provide irrigation infrastructure
financing to smallholder farmers in a context of limited
farmer access to bank financing and increasing off-taker
competition for farmers’ production.
Following the leading standards combined with our
expertise in the field has resulted in the development of
our sourcing playbook. This manual includes clear
sustainability standards per type of material we source
to make sure we will meet our 2030 targets.

health of our soil while growing the ingredients we
use.
For the ingredients that do not come directly from

829 of our

farmers, we use our expertise in sustainable
practices to choose suppliers. We leverage tools,

SUPPLIERS

such as Sedex, to measure and steer our suppliers

covered by

on sustainability metrics and educate our buyers
continuously on what the responsible procurement
of different types of ingredients entails.
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Example of
actions taken

Sedex

96.2%

4 KPI’S TO
SET OUR
BASELINE

WE WANT

WE MEASURE

1

To be closer to
our farmers

WITH
OUR
FARMERS
WITH OUR
SUPPLIERS

4
17 | hero group sustainability brochure

2

% of raw materials directly
coming from our farmers

To promote best practice
agriculture and to have a
positive impact on
biodiversity and the
health of soil

3

To minimize natural
resource impact

To measure & steer supplier
on sustainable metrics

% of raw material sourced
having sustainable
agriculture practices with
specific focus on
biodiversity and soil health

% sustainable packaging
with recyclable and
recycled content
% 3rd party
sustainable under
accreditation

2

NATURAL
RESOURCES

Conserving natural resources in production of
all products, own production and co-manufactured.
Making our products responsibly

Net neutral in energy
and water use on all products

We are investing in NEW

TECHNOLOGIES on how
to first reduce, second reuse, and
third recycle water and energy
within our production lines.

We will develop ZERO

WASTE

PROGRAMS to create awareness

HOW
ARE WE
BRING
ING IT TO
LIFE?

among all our employees and we will recycle as much

To ensure we achieve our
ambitions, we will dedicate a minimum of

OF OUR
ANNUAL
CAPEX

for sustainable production improvements.
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0%

Drive to 0% food waste in all our
production facilities by 2030

food waste generated in our factories as possible.

10%

WHAT
IS OUR
AMBI
TION?

BY
2030

0%

Reduce use of packaging and net 0%
packaging waste by 2030

What we’ve
done so far

-32%

Since 2010, our energy consumption
has fallen from 380 CO2e/mt to 258
CO2e/mt – a drop of around 32%.

-44%

Water consumption at our production

•	
We buy green and renewable
energy instead of compensating

How have
we done this?

•	We implement nature-based solution within our

facilities has nearly halved in the

processes, such as water roof collecting systems

same period, down from 10.4 cbm/mt

to re-use rainwater and reduce our tap water use

to 5.8 cbm/mt, a reduction of 44%.

•	We set tailormade targets for all our factories
based on reusing and reducing waste plans
•	
We installed clear sorting instructions for
recycling our waste streams
•	We implemented a weighing and reporting system
for all outgoing waste streams
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3

NATURALLY
HEALTHY FOOD

Ambitions grounded
Changing our diet can help us improve
in science.. our health and environment at the same

What is our
ambition?

time. Recent scientific studies demonstrated that shifting

Our ambition is to promote and supply

towards a more sustainable diet, such as the Planetary Health

products that are good for us and the planet.

Diet, is the greatest lever to ensure we can feed our growing

In every new product we develop, or every

population.

recipe we change, we want to:
• 
Increase our offer of fruit, vegetables,
whole grains, and nuts
• Improve the naturalness of our products,
for example by increasing our organic offer
and reducing highly processed ingredients
• 
Leverage our brands to educate our

Increase wholegrain cereals,
fruits, vegetables,
legumes, and nuts

consumers on sustainable, healthy diets

How are we
We have developed an internal
bringing it to life? database for all our products
covering critical health, naturalness, and sustainability KPIs.
This was used to create specific guidelines by category. Our
database helps to set our goals, track our performance and
ensure we are leading the movement!
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Decrease
meat, sugars,
salt, and fats

OUR 13
COMMITMENTS
BABY &
TODDLER FOOD

grains and/or nuts by

10% of our offerings

2025

segregated sources by 2025

in the use of ‘unhealthy’

ingredients by 2025 (sugar,

100% of our products

saturated fats, and salt)

to use cocoa by 2025 & nuts

75% of our

90% of our

sustainable sources

cereals and snacks
contain whole

pureed products

to contain 0% starch

grains* or
legumes**
by 2025

0% palm oil

in our products
by 2025

20% reduction

A further

by 2030 are from certified

proteins by 2025.

NATURAL
SPREADS the Bee
Advocate for

0% highly

and its role in

biodiversity and

processed sugars
by 2025

sustainable farming

35% of our jam

offerings with reduced
sugar by 2025
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bars to contain whole-

and any use from certified

Organic by 2025

use only non-meat

trates by 2023

to

products to be

meals offerings to

55% of our cereal

Minimize the use of palm oil

55% of our

55% of our

and fruit concen

HEALTHY
SNACKS

Establish a range
of fruit or vegetables
based products

by 2025

OUR EMPLOYEE
STORIES
Taking sustainability home

This is our little
contribution to
the magnificent
planet we live in.

I had no clue that
more than 350 solitary
bees existed and that
most are endangered.

“We all know how important bees are
for the environment and for food, but

Uzma Altaf, Associate Brand
Manager Beechnut (US)

they’re disappearing in unprece

“When the opportunity arose to follow a bee keeping

dented numbers due to climate

course at Hero Benelux, I challenged myself to follow

change

agricultural

it, although I was quite nervous around 60,000

practices. My husband and I decided

(stinging) bees. I knew about the importance of bees

to do more than composting and using

for our food supply chain, but was unaware of the

energy efficiently. We decided to learn

enormous impact they really make. In addition to

about bee keeping and bring home

honeybees, I had no clue that more than 350 solitary

two bee hives. This is our little

bee’s existed and that most are endangered.”

viruses

contribution

to

and

our

mag
nificent

planet.”

It is a small
gesture, but every
little helps.
“Whenever possible, I take the bicycle to work rather
than use the car. I guess it’s clichéd as I am a proud
Dutch person. It is a small gesture, but every little
helps. I’ve also noticed that many people here in Murcia
(Spain) where I work are starting to use their bikes, too.
My next target is to convince my partner to do so, too.”
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Michelle Klerks,
Nutritionist Hero Group

Fabian Griens,
Innovation technologist
Hero Benelux

“My wife Luana and I

In the near
future, we even
hope to grow our
own vegetables.

have taken many small
steps to help protect

We want to leave a better
planet for our child and
future generations.

the environment. We have replaced con
ventional cleaning products with natural
alternatives, stopped using one-time use

Rian Pellikaan, Traffic
Manager Hero Group

“We are very happy having designed

plastics, eat natural food and reduced meat

and developed our dream house. It’s

consumption. We recycle everything we can,

not just a fantastic home, but we were

buy second hand when possible, and take

able to combine modern minimalistic

other measures to reduce consumption. We

archi
tecture with state of the art

want to leave a better planet for our child

sustainable building solutions, leaving

and future generations.”

a really small foot
print. Next step,
growing our own vegetables in a little
greenhouse in our garden.”

We make our own
deodorant from
natural products.

“As a family, we make our own deodorant from
natural products, mainly coconut oil and corn flour.

Apart from the obvious benefits of having natural, chemical free products, we
want our children to learn the importance of avoiding single use plastic
packaging. We use beewax wraps rather than foil or clingfilm. It’s our small
way of helping the planet and making sure our children continue this trend
when they are adults.”
Marina Sempere, Business Development Manager, Hero Spain
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André Takata, IT
Coordinator Hero Brazil

Look,
no iron.
Celine Aguer,
Food Developer Organix (UK)

“Look, no iron.
We have decided

as a family not to iron clothes unless
it’s really needed. This helps us use

“
I think the most difficult thing is to get rid

electricity. I also leave my laundry

of plastic. Last year I decided to stop buying

for weekends when electricity is

shampoo or soap in bottles. So far, I only moved

cheaper. Apart from the savings,

to soap bars. It’s a start. I also stopped buying

this also ensures that the grid is not

cotton pads and use washable pads for make-

Roberta Logoteta, General Manager
Madre Natura (Italy)

up removal. Now, I have a stash for my little
one as well. I use them instead of baby wipes.

overloaded during the week when
demand from industry is high.”

It’s great! Even the nursery accepted to use
them, so it’s a big win for me.”

Last year I decided
to stop buying shampoo
or soap in bottles.

...an estimated
saving of 55 tons
of waste annually.
“For our Corny relaunch in 2021, we not only changed the
artwork, but also the packaging material that will be 13%
Nina Kirfel, Packaging
Manager Schwartau
(Germany)

thinner – this will still keep our product fresh, but will
result in an estimated saving of 55 tons of waste annually.
In addition, the packaging material can be recycled,
something we strongly urge our consumers to do.”
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BEE
CAREFUL
a Hero Group initiative

A HERO
GROUP
INITIATIVE

OUR AMBITION
The main aims behind bee careful are:
•	To support our farmers: Build bee inspired
ecosystems to increase soil health and
educate on bees as natural pollinators –
both of which drive yield improvements
•	
To assist in targeted research that

The fuss around bees
The Hero Group launched its bee careful initiative in an effort
to better understand and address the bee colony collapse
disorder problem. Bees pollinate about 80% of the world’s
plants – fruit in particular. Without bees, not only would
orchard yields and fruit quality be considerably lower, some

highlights the challenges and actions
required to support the ecosystem that
bees and other critical insects support
•	To disseminate knowledge in schools and
other institutions
•	
To provide support to beekeepers and
prospective beekeepers

fruit species would practically disappear. Bees are essential
for us all, and in particular for the Hero Group as a major fruit
user. Doing nothing to help bees is not an option.

Without bees some
fruit species would
practically disappear.
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Read more
Bee careful

Why bees are
important for you
Thanks to the work carried out by
bees, we have a large choice of
products

when

we

visit

local

groceries or supermarkets. Mother
Nature creates the raw materials,
and she does so with help from bees.

Jürgen Tautz
Professor at the University of Würzburg and
manager of Wee4Bee (formerly HOBOS)
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“The future of our planet
depends on sustainable
and intelligent treatment
of our biosphere… it is a
wonderful initiative by the
Hero Group to support
basic honey bee research.”

EXAMPLES OF
OUTSTANDING
PROJECTS

In other projects, Schwartau has launched
a ‘bee-helper’ natural spread with which
the company raises awareness with over
two million consumers for the importance

The company
has helped plant
2
500,000m of
bee-friendly wild
flower meadows.

Over the past three years, many projects were carried

of meadow orchards for pollinators. The

out by Hero Group subsidiaries. As one of the biggest

company has contributed to funding the expansion of these orchards

projects, the bee research stations in Schwartau and

and helped plant 500,000m2 of bee-friendly wildflower meadows.

Würzburg (both in Germany), and Bournemouth (UK)
are a key component of the initiative. These stations

Hero MEA (Middle East & Africa) has initiated a long-term project to

were co-funded by the Hero Group companies Schwartau

help save a distinctive type of Egyptian bee from extinction. This

and Organix. The teams in Germany and the UK are

project is strongly related to biodiversity one of the biggest concerns

working together with Wee4Bee (formerly the Honey

around environmental sustainability.

Bee Online Studies - HOBOS) to perform comparative
research analyses using the data from these high-tech
beehives. These studies include insights into universal
or location-dependent factors influencing bee biology

These studies can be
helpful for beekeepers
all over the world.

and health, which can be
helpful for beekeepers all
over the world.

Hero Benelux has funded a bee education center
and is involved in projects aimed at increasing
the biodiversity in the city of Breda where they
have their offices.
In southern Europe, Hero Spain is spreading the
word about bee health by increasing external
communication and aligning it with a new honey
product made from their own beehives.
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ADVANCING
RESEARCH IN
FOOD

Learning from Science to make naturally,
sustainable healthy food

Research into
conserving what Mother
Nature creates
Our Hero Group Research & Nutrition team, together with
our internal Nutrition Community, are collaborating with a
global network of experts from academia and the industry
to transform science into action and maximize our efforts
to improve health, naturality and food sustainability. We
pay special attention to our little consumers as children’s
nutrition is key for their future development.

“We believe in collaboration
and co-creation with
academia, consumers, and
industry to improve the
health and well-being of our
society and the planet.”
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Luis Manuel Sanchez
Director Research &
Nutrition Hero Group

Food
Naturalness
Index
Health Index
& ABCDE

GON
INDEX

Nutri-score

The Goodness of
Nature (GON) Index

The OTIS study
for our baby category
Early programming for sustainable health.
In collaboration with Umeå University,
Semper within Hero Group has supported a
large scientific study on the applicability of
healthy sustainable diets for the youngest
ones - future-proofing health & planet.

This index is based on the latest scientific developments and

The OTIS study examined an optimized

nutritional guidelines, and helps inform our product innovation and

complementary

renovation. The pro
prietary algorithm is based on two main

introduction of sour and bitter fruits and

components: the FNI (Food Naturalness Index) & the Health Index /

vegetables. Promising results show that

Nutri-score.

structured, repeated exposure to these

•	Health Index (HI) & Nutri-score

plant-based foods favors intake, while

	For our products targeted to adults, we use the Nutri-score to

supporting satisfactory growth. A higher

evaluate their nutritional quality. For our infant products, we

intake of fruit and vegetables contributes to

created our own Health Index in 2015. We continously update the

better health outcomes, favorable food

index regarding the latest knowledge on infant nutrition.

preferences and is more sustainable.

•	Food Naturalness Index (FNI)
	
Together with ETH Zurich (Switzerland) and University of Murcia
(Spain) we developed the FNI to help us define and measure
“naturality” in food. It creates a relationship between food
naturalness and other aspects such as organic farming, use of
additives, and the degree of processing.
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diet

with

systematic

MAKE IT
HAPPEN

Sustainability governance

COLLABORATION
IS KEY
Defining our sustainability ambition has
been a collaborative journey with cross
functional experts from the different Hero
countries. But making effective changes
requires involvement from each Hero

We want to give
even more attention

employee. That is why each of our clusters

Our CEO – Rob Versloot – is sponsoring the sustainability movement

– groups of companies ‘clustered’ by

together with Board of Directors Member Leopold Oetker. So far, this

geographic proximity – is

movement has been spearheaded by Mita Sen, our VP Strategy &

represented by a sustain

Business Development, who has been working in a dual role to prepare

ability cluster lead.

the groundwork on this incredibly important issue. We believe this role
requires full-time leadership, which is why we have appointed Christine
Crosby as our Sustainability Director. Working closely with the countries
and relevant functional areas, she will be responsible for translating

Making effective
changes requires
engagement from
each Hero employee

the recently launched Group Sustainability strategy into an actionable
plan with clear KPIs to enable the company to track progress towards
its goal. In close collaboration with our Group Communication Manager,
Stephen Chetcuti, we are making sure our sustainability initiatives are
aligned and embedded in our business and culture. We will also actively
communicate across our stakeholder groups.
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MULTI-DISCIPLINARY
STEERING COMMUNITY
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3

supported by a team
of experts located in
each cluster
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The food industry needs to
change, and we are in this
journey all together. We are
open for your thoughts.
If you have any input, you can
contact Steve Chetcuti, our
Group communications guy.

Steve Chetcuti

Corporate Communication
Manager Hero Group

stephen.chetcuti@hero.ch

Our leaders on
sustainability
Watch it here

